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Abstract

In a model independent framework, the effects of new physics at the electroweak scale can be parametrized in
terms of an effective Lagrangian expansion. Assuming the S U(2)LxU(1)Y gauge symmetry is linearly realized, the
expansion at the lowest order span dimension–six operators built from the observed Standard model (SM) particles,
in addition to a light scalar doublet. After a proper choice of the operator basis we present a global fit to all the
updated available data related to the electroweak symmetry breaking sector: triple gauge boson vertex (TGV) collider
measurements, electroweak precision tests and Higgs searches. In this framework modifications of the interactions of
the Higgs field to the electroweak gauge bosons are related to anomalous TGV’s, and given the current experimental
precision, we show that the analysis of the latest Higgs boson data at the LHC and Tevatron gives rise to strong
bounds on TGV’s that are complementary to those from direct TGV measurements. Interestingly, we present how
this correlated pattern of deviations from the SM predictions could be different for theories based on a non–linear
realization of the S U(2)LxU(1)Y symmetry, characteristic of for instance composite Higgs models. Furthermore,
anomalous TGV signals expected at first order in the non–linear realization may appear only at higher orders of the
linear one, and viceversa. Their study could lead to hints on the nature of the observed boson.
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1. Introduction

After the discovery of the Higgs boson [1], we can fi-
nally analyze a particle that seems directly related to the
electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) mechanism.
Thus, almost fifty years since the Standard model (SM)
Higgs boson was postulated [2], the study of the dis-
covered particle properties can be used for the first time
as a way to access the mechanism responsible for the
EWSB. In particular, in the present note we focus on
the analysis of the Higgs interactions to the rest of SM
particles. A huge variety of data has already been col-
lected, not only from Higgs searches at both Tevatron
and the LHC, but also from the measurements of triple
gauge boson vertices (TGV)’s at the colliders and from
the low energy electroweak precision measurements. In
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this context we present a framework suitable to study
the nature of the observed state via the analysis of its
couplings, exploiting all the existing data sets. Pur-
suing a model independent analysis of the Higgs in-
teractions, the effective Lagrangian approach [3–5] is
arguably one of the most motivated frameworks from
the theoretical point of view, given the lack of obser-
vation of any other new resonance. Hence, the effec-
tive Lagrangian is useful as a model independent way to
parametrize the low energy deviations in the Higgs in-
teractions caused by New Physics (NP). Following this
motivation we present on the first part of this note the
effective Lagrangian expansion based on the assump-
tion that the observed state is introduced as a doublet of
S U(2)L, where then the S U(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry is
linearly realized in the effective theory which describes
the indirect NP effects at LHC energies [6]. After pre-
senting the results from a global analysis to the different
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EWSB related data sets [7, 8], we focus on the very in-
teresting complementarity between Higgs analyses and
TGV measurements at colliders [9]. On the second part
we compare this phenomenology with the one that is
derived from abandoning the assumption of the Higgs
as an S U(2)L doublet. We study in this case the Higgs
interactions using the non–linear or chiral effective La-
grangian including a dynamical Higgs boson [10]. We
observe that the interesting Higgs to gauge boson cou-
pling correlation with the TGV interactions could be
lost in this case, besides higher order differences, that
both could lead to phenomenological observable con-
sequences [11] useful to disentangle the nature of the
observed state.

2. Lagrangian for an elementary Higgs

We start assuming that, even if there is NP associated
with the EWSB sector, the observed particle is an ele-
mentary state which belongs to a light electroweak dou-
blet scalar, and consequently, that the S U(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y

symmetry is linearly realized in the effective theory.
Thus we think of the SM as an effective low energy the-
ory but we still retain the gauge group, the particle spec-
trum and the pattern of spontaneous symmetry break-
ing as valid ingredients to describe Nature at energies
E � Λ, where Λ is the scale associated to NP. This
fixes the complete set of higher dimensional operators
that need to be considered at a given order. Neglecting
the effects of the dimension–five total lepton number vi-
olating operator, the lowest order effective operators that
can be built are of dimension–six:

Leff =
∑

n

fn
Λ2On , (1)

where the operators On have couplings fn. If we restrict
to C and P–even dimension–six operators, 29 of them
are relevant to study the Higgs interactions [8] barring
flavor structure and Hermitian conjugations. Eight of
those modify the Higgs interactions to the electroweak
gauge bosons, one to gluons and one affects only Higgs
self interactions. Additionally there are three Yukawa–
like fermionic operators, and the remaining ones mod-
ify both the fermionic couplings to the Higgs boson as
well as to the gauge bosons. Finally TGV interactions
of on-shell W’s are modified by four of these operators,
as well as, by one operator that only involves the elec-
troweak gauge–boson self–couplings, OWWW , see [9].

Previous to the analysis of the Higgs data the equa-
tions of motion can be used to eliminate redundant op-
erators from Leff . In addition, several operators are al-
ready strongly constrained by the use of electroweak

precision data (EWPD), to which they contribute at the
tree level. For a detailed discussion on the reduction
of the number of parameters in our effective Lagrangian
see [8]. After the choice of the basis presented there, the
effective Lagrangian relevant for the analysis of Higgs
and TGV data, and the subdominant effects to EWPD is
reduced to

Leff = −αsv
8π

fg
Λ2OGG +

fWW

Λ2 OWW +
fBB

Λ2 OBB

+
fΦ,2
Λ2 OΦ,2 +

fbot

Λ2 OdΦ,33 +
fτ
Λ2OeΦ,33 (2)

+
fW
Λ2OW +

fB

Λ2OB

with

OGG = Φ
†Φ Ga

μνG
aμν , OWW = Φ

†ŴμνŴμνΦ ,

OBB = Φ
†B̂μνB̂μνΦ, OΦ,2 = 1

2
∂μ
(
Φ†Φ
)
∂μ
(
Φ†Φ
)
,

OeΦ,i j = (Φ†Φ)(L̄iΦeR j ) , OdΦ,i j = (Φ†Φ)(Q̄iΦdR j) ,

OW = (DμΦ)†Ŵμν(DνΦ) , OB = (DμΦ)†B̂μν(DνΦ) , (3)

where Φ is the Higgs doublet, DμΦ =(
∂μ + i 1

2 g′Bμ + igσa
2 Wa

μ

)
Φ and v is the vacuum ex-

pectation value. B̂μν = i g′
2 Bμν and Ŵμν = i g

2σ
aWa
μν

with S U(2)L (U(1)Y ) gauge coupling g (g′) and Pauli
matrices σa.

The dimension–six operators in the final basis to
be studied, Eq. (2), contribute to the interactions of
the Higgs boson with the SM particles, in some cases
adding new Lorentz structures in the different vertices,
as it was discussed in detail in [8]. In addition, two of
them, OW and OB, contribute to the TGV interactions
γW+W− and ZW+W−, whose contributions in the com-
mmonly used parametrization of [12] are:

Δκγ =
g2v2

8Λ2

(
fW + fB

)
,

ΔgZ
1 =

g2v2

8c2Λ2 fW , ΔκZ =
g2v2

8c2Λ2

(
c2 fW − s2 fB

)
, (4)

with κV = 1 + ΔκV and gZ
1 = 1 + ΔgZ

1 , and where s(c)
is the sine (cosine) of the weak mixing angle. For com-
pleteness we note that OWWW contributes to the TGV
parametrization in [12] as λγ = λZ =

3g2 M2
W

2Λ2 fWWW , al-
though it has no relevance for the present note. Finally,
OW , OB, OWW , OBB and Oφ,2 also give subdominant
(loop) contributions to EWPD.

In order to constrain these higher dimensional de-
viations with respect to the Standard Model expected
behaviour we build a χ2 function based on the signal
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Figure 1: Δχ2 dependence on the fit parameters when we consider all Higgs collider data (red solid lines), Higgs collider plus TGV data (dashed
purple lines), and Higgs collider plus TGV and EWPD (dotted blue lines). The columns depict the Δχ2 dependence with respect to the fit parameter
shown in the bottom, with the anomalous couplings f /Λ2 given in TeV−2, while the rest of undisplayed parameters are marginalized. In the upper
row we use fg, fWW , fBB, fW , fB, and fΦ,2 as fit parameters with fbot = fτ = 0, while in the bottom row the fitting parameters are fg, fWW = − fBB,
fW , fB, fΦ,2, fbot and fτ.

strength measurements of the Higgs production and de-
cay at both the Tevatron and LHC, together with the ad-
dition of the most precise determination of TGV’s at the
colliders in the present framework, as well as the in-
clusion of EWPD in a simplified way in terms of the
oblique parameters S , T and U. The details on the data
included on this global analysis, as well as the statistical
details of the fit are described thoroughly in [7, 8].

2.1. Results

In order to study the present bounds on the Higgs in-
teractions from Higgs, TGV and EWPD sets we per-
form several global analyses including different data
and dimension–six operator sets. The results are shown
in Fig. 1.

In the Figure one can see the Δχ2 dependence on the
fit parameters when we consider all Higgs collider data
(red solid lines), Higgs collider plus TGV data (dashed
purple lines), and Higgs collider plus TGV and EWPD
(dotted blue lines). In the columns we show the Δχ2

dependence with respect to the fit parameter written in
the bottom of the column, with f /Λ2 given in TeV−2,
and while the rest of undisplayed parameters have been
marginalized. In the upper row we use fg, fWW , fBB,
fW , fB, and fΦ,2 as fit parameters with fbot = fτ = 0,
while in the bottom row the fitting parameters are fg,
fWW = − fBB, fW , fB, fΦ,2, fbot and fτ. With the precision

reachable from the considered data sets the main con-
clusion that we can extract is that so far all the consid-
ered Higgs and gauge interactions are completely com-
patible with the SM Higgs hypothesis. This causes all
the Δχ2 panels to have the minima close to the 0 point
(SM point) without any statistically significant devia-
tion with respect to the SM pattern of interactions. The
degeneracies in fg, fbot and fτ are due to the interfer-
ence with the SM corresponding vertices. In addition,
by comparing the results for the upper and lower opera-
tor sets considered, we can observe that the introduction
of the fermionic operators to the analysis has a negligi-
ble effect on OW , OB, OWW , OBB and Oφ,2. An exception
is the observed weakening of the exclusion ranges on
fg, which is strongly related to the inclusion of fbot, as
discussed in [8]. Fig. 1 is useful to illustrate some of the
interesting features and the potential of the data–driven
approach, as it allows us to identify which of the data
sets impose the strongest constraints on a given opera-
tor. For instance, by looking at either the fW or fB pan-
els, either the upper or the lower row, we could already
foresee comparing the results from the analysis of the
Higgs data to the results from the combined analysis of
Higgs and TGV data that the precision reachable from
both data sets on fW or fB is at a similar level. A conclu-
sion that drives us directly to the following subsection.
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2.2. Determining TGV from Higgs data

As we have commented, two of the operators, OW

and OB, contribute both to the Higgs interactions with
the gauge bosons, and to TGV interactions. In the re-
sults presented in Fig. 1 we have used this double con-
tribution on the direction of adding TGV data to the
global analysis of the dimension–six operators in or-
der to further constrain the coefficients of the opera-
tors considered in Eq. (2). Conversely, we can ex-
ploit this double contribution on qualitatively the oppo-
site direction. We present now the global analysis of
only Higgs data, but this time we rotate the exclusion
bounds derived from the results to bounds on the TGV
parameters by using Eq. (4). As we have observed in
the previous subsection that the fermionic operators do
not affect the electroweak ones, for simplicity we show
in this subsection the results of the space spanned by
fg, fWW , fBB, fΦ,2, fW , and fB. We present the results of
the analysis to the Higgs data only in Fig. 2. There we
plot in the red filled region the 95% C.L. allowed values
in the plane Δκγ⊗ΔgZ

1 after marginalizing over the other
four parameters on the Higgs analysis, fg, fWW , fBB and
fΦ,2, i.e. we define

Δχ2
H(Δκγ,ΔgZ

1 ) = (5)
min fg, fWW , fBB, fΦ,2Δχ

2
H( fg, fWW , fBB, fΦ,2, fB, fW ) ,

and we impose the two-dimensional 95% C.L. allowed
region from the condition Δχ2

H(Δκγ,ΔgZ
1 ) ≤ 5.99. In

the Figure we also show the relevant 95% C.L. bounds
from TGV measurements in different collider experi-
ments as properly labeled. These experimental mea-
surements were all performed in the framework given
by Eq. (4), for further details see [9]. As we can ob-
serve in the Figure, the direct measurements of TGV’s
and the results derived from the global analysis of Higgs
data translated to the TGV space, are not only comple-
mentary because of the different correlation that they
present, but actually the precision reachable from both
types of determinations are at a comparable level. As a
consequence, this interesting complementarity between
both analysis can be used as a further test of the SM and
of the linearly realized EWSB. In the future, when the
data sets are extended, the combination of both types of
analysis has the potential to furnish the strongest pos-
sible bounds on this anomalous TGV space. Indeed,
after performing the current combination of results, as
described in [9], the hatched region in Fig. 2 sets the
strongest 95% C.L. exclusion region of the ones cur-
rently available.

Figure 2: 95% C.L. allowed regions (2 d.o.f.) on the plane Δκγ ⊗ ΔgZ
1

from the global analysis of only Higgs data from the LHC and Teva-
tron (red filled region), and relevant bounds from TGV measurements
in different collider experiments as labeled in the panel. We also
show the estimated constraints obtainable by combining these bounds
(hatched region).

3. Disentangling a dynamical Higgs

We proceed now to compare the phenomenology of
the effective Lagrangian expasion assuming a linear re-
alization of the EWSB with the phenomenology of the
non–linear or chiral Lagrangian expansion, including a
light Higgs, but in this case generically as a singlet of
S U(2)L. While the first expansion is suitable for mod-
els with elementary Higgs particles, the second one may
be more adequated for “dynamical” -composite- ones.
For the non–linear case we consider the construction of
the effective Lagrangian presented in [10], up to four
derivatives in the expansion and including the bosonic
and Yukawa–like C and P even operators1. For the com-
parison of the phenomenology, we can start restricting
to the subset of chiral operators that include the same
gauge interactions that are already introduced by the
dimension–six operators in the linear expansion, i.e. we
consider the chiral structures weighted by the parame-
ter ξ in [10, 11]. The lesser symmetry constraints in
the non–linear effective Lagrangian means more possi-
ble invariant operators at a given order, which is trans-
lated into phenomenological decorrelations with respect
to the linear case, differences that we present here. For

1With an increased precision some of these assumptions may be
relaxed, allowing for instance for C and P violating operators to be
included and studied [13].
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instance, in the unitary gauge, two of the non–linear op-
erators, P2(h) and P4(h) in the notation of [11], read:

P2(h) = 2ieg2AμνW−μW+νF2(h) − 2
ie2g

cos θW
ZμνW−μW+νF2(h) , (6)

P4(h) = − eg
cos θW

AμνZμ∂νF4(h) +
e2

cos2 θW
ZμνZμ∂νF4(h) , (7)

with their coefficients c2 and c4 taking arbitrary (model
dependent) values, and where the model dependent
functionsF (h) encode the chiral interactions of the light
h. In contrast, the d = 6 operator containing the same
gauge interactions, OB, results in the combination:

OB =
ieg2

8 AμνW−μW+ν(v + h)2 − ie2g
8 cos θW

ZμνW−μW+ν(v + h)2 (8)

− eg
4 cos θW

AμνZμ∂νh(v + h) + e2

4 cos2 θW
ZμνZμ∂νh(v + h) . (9)

In consequence, in a general non–linear analysis the
γWW interactions get decorrelated from the γZh and
ZZh couplings, all encoded in OB, and for the pre-
cise Lorentz structures shown above. These interactions
construct in the linear case the correlation that leads
to the interesting complementarity between Higgs data
analysis and the direct measurement of TGV’s that we
have highlighted in the previous section when exploit-
ing the effective Lagrangian analysis in the linear real-
ization of the EWSB. Thus in order to study whether
the EWSB mechanism presents a correlated or a decor-
related behaviour, we can perform the global analysis of
Higgs, TGV and EWPD in the context of the non–linear
effective Lagrangian, what is the first 8–dimensional
analysis in this basis [11]. While the complete details
of such study can be found in [11], here we only show
a subset of the two–dimensional results. But instead of
showing the ranges of results as a function of the coeffi-
cients of the non–linear operators included in the global
analysis, we rotate part of the coefficients to a new set
of variables, see [11]. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where
the results of the combined analysis of the data sets con-
sidered have been projected into combinations of the
non–linear operators P2(h), P3(h), P4(h) and P5(h):

ΣB ≡ 4(2c2 + a4) , ΣW ≡ 2(2c3 − a5) , (10)
ΔB ≡ 4(2c2 − a4) , ΔW ≡ 2(2c3 + a5) , (11)

defined such that at order d = 6 of the linear expan-
sion ΣB = fB, ΣW = fW , while ΔB = ΔW = 0. In the
expressions ci and ai stand for the relevant coefficiens
of the non–linear operators considered for the compari-
son [11], where in the non–linear case we have included
the light Higgs in the generic functions in Eqs. (6)
and (7), assuming Fi(h) ≡ 1+ 2ãi

h
v + . . ., where the dots

stand for higher powers of h/v that are irrelevant for the
present note, and where to further simplify the notation

ai ≡ ciãi, with ci being the global chiral operator coef-
ficients. With these variables, the (0, 0) coordinate cor-
responds to the SM in the upper figure of Fig. 3, while
in the lower figure it corresponds to the linear regime
(at order d = 6). Would future data point to a departure
from (0, 0) in the variables of the first figure it would
indicate BSM physics irrespective of the linear or non-
linear character of the underlying dynamics; while such
a departure in the bottom one would be consistent with
a non-linear realization of EWSB.

Figure 3: Upper: A BSM sensor irrespective of the type of expan-
sion: constraints from TGV and Higgs data on the combinations
ΣB = 4(2c2 + a4) and ΣW = 2(2c3 − a5), which converge to fB and fW
in the linear d = 6 limit. The dot at (0, 0) signals the SM expectation.
Lower: A non-linear versus linear discriminator: constraints on the
combinations ΔB = 4(2c2 − a4) and ΔW = 2(2c3 + a5), which would
take zero values in the linear (order d = 6) limit (as well as in the
SM), indicated by the dot at (0, 0). For both figures the lower left pan-
els shows the 2-dimensional allowed regions at 68%, 90%, 95%, and
99% CL after marginalization with respect to the rest of parameters
spanned in the analysis, see [11]. The star corresponds to the best fit
point of the analysis. The upper left and lower right panels in each
figure give the corresponding 1-dimensional projections over each of
the two combinations considered.
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Additional phenomenological differences between
both effective Lagrangian expansions were further stud-
ied in [11]. They involve interactions that may be gen-
erated by leading operators in one of the expansions,
while they can only be generated by subleading– and
then suppressed– operators in the alternative approach.
Several examples of this type of higher order differ-
ences, as well as a realistic analysis of the LHC capa-
bility to improve the precision on some of the interac-
tions involved can be found in [11]. They require a more
detailed analysis of anomalous TGV’s.

4. Conclusions

In this note we have presented some of the interesting
features of the model independent analysis of the Higgs
interactions by means of an effective Lagrangian expan-
sion. In the first part we have presented a global analysis
of Higgs, TGV and EWPD assuming that the Higgs is
part of an S U(2)L, and thus that the EWSB is linearly
realized. From this analysis in terms of dimension–six
operators we have concluded that currently the con-
sidered Higgs couplings to the SM particles as well
as the studied gauge self–interactions are completely
compatible with the SM Higgs hypothesis within the
reachable precision. With the data–driven approach
that we have followed we have been able to indentify
a very interesting complementarity between the direct
measurement at the colliders of the TGV interactions
and the results obtained from a global analysis of the
Higgs data. The combination of both types of analysis
has the potential to lead to the strongest sensitivity on
deviations from the SM pattern of interactions in the
TGV’s, being useful as a consequence to further test
the SM and the linearly realized EWSB. Interestengly
we have illustrated that this correlated pattern of inter-
actions may disappear when we consider an alternative
expansion, the non–linear effective Lagrangian. In
this case the lesser symmetry constraints could be
translated in general scenarios in the decorrelation
between Higgs to gauge bosons and TGV interactions.
We have presented a possible set of variables to study
how the collected data allow us to disentangle the two
possible expansions, and as a consequence the nature
of the observed state and EWSB mechanism.
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lished works [7–9, 11], the author thanks his collab-
orators in these studies. J.G-F acknowledges sup-
port from European Union network FP7 ITN INVISI-
BLES (Marie Curie Actions, PITN-GA-2011-289442),
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program CSD-2008-0037 and ME FPU grant AP2009-
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